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Last week, we have worked on Ssmtp Server and released our company Newstreamline’s official website version 1.0. We were able to send mails according to coming posts, but not according to the subscribed users; list the subscribed users of a specific news group and we have released the subscription panel on the web forum page.

This week, our main issue has been to send to subscribed users automatic mails who want posts as mails. Finally, Ainura and Fatma have managed to send automatic mails to the users according to mail list that is retrieved from database.

Although, we are able to send mails automatically, there are lots of jobs to implement related with mail module of the project like sending mails periodically. We also have made some configurations to our RSS module that we already implemented last week because of some troubles. Unfortunately, this week some technical problems occured and because of these problems the progress of the project has slowed down a bit.

Our next purpose will be to send mails to subscribed users periodically and also be able to send mails securely. To be done all these jobs succesfully, we have to make a deep research. Furthermore, the integration of all finished jobs must be done periodically.